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Finding Your
Ideal Audience:
Advertisers Get Smart About Customer Acquisition

Introduction
For search marketers seeking a competitive advantage, “Audiences” are now as important as keywords. Layering audiences on top of keywords drives better results than
keywords alone. The reason is simple—audience targeting gives marketers a powerful
tool to tailor their message and optimize for different customer segments.
Today’s consumer has come to expect a highly customized advertising experience; it’s
clear that customization offers great benefits to advertisers too. In fact, Harvard Business Review discovered that “Personalization can reduce acquisition costs by as much
as 50 percent, lift revenues by 5 to 15 percent, and increase the efficiency of marketing
spend by 10 to 30 percent.” 1
In this guide, you’ll learn how to use Audiences to drive performance lift in your digital
marketing programs.
We’ll cover:
•

How leading marketers like eharmony and Ancestry use audience targeting

•

What audience tactics work for search, social, and cross-channel campaigns

•

Why audience targeting should be part of your advertising strategy
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“Knowledge is power.”
— Francis Bacon, 1597

Sir Francis Bacon’s famous maxim has aged well. Knowing your customer is especially important for digital marketers. Incorporating this knowledge into your digital campaigns with Audience targeting allows
you to decide who sees a given ad.
Audiences are the best way to acquire and strategically use first party data to your advantage. The
combination of keyword and audience targeting allows marketers to qualify who may be interested in
their offering.

Let’s take a real life example to help explain why. In the past, anyone who searched for a “BMW” would
be shown the same, expensive search ad. Today, marketers can decide ahead of time who should—and
shouldn’t—see an ad using audiences.
For instance, BMW is unlikely to see a positive ROI by showing its ads to 14-year-old teens lusting after a high-performance coupe. On the other hand, a doctor searching for a “family car” should see ads
highlighting BMW’s sterling safety record. Looking beyond the primary purchase decision, BMW can also
target the existing owner with service reminders or upsell opportunities.
Of course, this is a simple segmentation scenario. Yet, it’s indicative of the upside marketers stand to gain
by adopting a personalization strategy fueled by audience targeting products.
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eharmony Finds Its Match

Audience targeting has helped eharmony move from generic digital marketing to a tailored conversation
that’s seamless, timely, and efficient.
In their own words, this is how eharmony finds success on each of these dimensions:
Seamless: “We realize that signing up for a dating service takes guts. You have to put yourself out
there in the hopes of meeting someone special. But oftentimes, making it through our entire sign-up
funnel takes more than one attempt.”
Efficient: “The linchpin to our personalized advertising success—averaging 220% ROI—rests on highly
reliable forecasts by audience segment. We’re able to focus our energy and resources on major revenue drivers, which is beneficial for our business and our relationship network.”
Timely: “Someone who began a form has a very high conversion rate if they’re reminded and come
back within a 7-day window.”

Audience targets are created in three categories:
1.

Using publisher retargeting pixels

2.

Uploading first party data (e.g., user email addresses)

3.

Finding similar audiences by leveraging publisher data models
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Retargeting
Retargeting allows marketers to stay in touch with high-value customers, first-time purchasers, and recent visitors. Traditional retargeting is based on tracking user behavior on your website using a Javascript
snippet provided by the publisher. When used correctly, it creates brand-to-consumer messaging that’s
seamless, timely, and efficient. Similarly, retargeting gives users a connected conversation with your
brand, across devices. It allows you to reach users when your message is most relevant for them. And it’s
efficient because it directs budget to the people most likely to convert.

Retargeting on Search
Today’s audience products are more robust than first-generation retargeting products, from new
customer acquisition to refined customer and prospect segmentation (as we explored in the previous
BMW example).
For advertisers, the key to retargeting success focuses on being seen, being considered, and offering
more to your customer. “Thoughtful messaging and storytelling can make all the difference” says Grant
Langston, CEO of eharmony.
The pursuit of better search results relies on deploying “Remarketing List for Search Ads” (RLSA), which
allows you to segment who sees a targeted ad on a given search result. It’s a powerful tool for high
performance campaigns.

Making the Most of Your Search Intent
Once your retargeting pixel is installed, you can use behavioral tracking to influence the type of follow-up
messaging for a given audience cohort. In practice, we can experiment with vastly different messages and
offers for the consumer that shows brand loyalty versus the consumer that lacks brand affinity.
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Ancestry Uses Retargeting to Upsell

Ancestry.com uses behavioral segmentation similar to the grid above to determine the ad copy and
sitelinks to deploy for a given audience cohort. For example, with an audience focused on upselling
existing users, Ancestry was able to create ad copy that effectively steered users of their flagship product
to also consider their newer “DNA” product.
By engaging customers on their terms when they were in a micro-moment (e.g., searching for Ancestry
on Google), the company was able to engage its customers with relevant and helpful content delivered in
the moment of need. It’s this type of smart audience utilization that continues to increase Ancestry’s ROI
and drive high performance remarketing campaigns.

Customer Match
Getting the new tracking pixel installed can take time. However, first party data isn’t limited to
website behavior.
Customer Match enables advertisers to customize marketing efforts to re-engage customers and/or
prospects without relying on website activity. Customer Match is a batch upload of users—typically email
addresses or phone numbers—that allows marketers to build tailored marketing campaigns around them.

MoneySuperMarket sells financial products, such as car insurance, in the United Kingdom. Like most
subscription companies, they realized that retaining existing customers was more efficient than seeking
out brand-new ones. So, they began experimenting with audience products to lower customer churn and
improve renewals. After months of testing, the results spoke for themselves. MoneySuperMarket
discovered that delivering the right message weeks before a subscription was due to expire was the key
to keeping customers happy and retaining their business.

You can amplify your first party data with products like Similar Audiences, whereby Google scours its
network to find users similar to current customers but not yet in touch with your brand.
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Similar Audiences
Similar Audiences for Search is the newest audience product. It allows marketers to amplify the reach
of their first party data. Google’s machine learning model analyzes your seed audience to find new leads
and users for you to target. On average, Similar Audiences’ reach is 5x greater than a given remarketing
list—not bad for a newcomer. In practice, this gives you immediate scale with a highly refined user list that
you’d be hard-pressed to find on your own. Moreover, Similar Audiences is simple to implement—after
you build your model and identify new users, it automatically creates your list.

Similar Audiences optimizes for near-term browsing behavior with near-zero latency. Returning to our
BMW example, this means Google will find users who are browsing high-end family cars but who haven’t
yet interacted with your brand. For these consumers, it’s a smart strategic decision to bid aggressively
and drive new customer acquisition.
The ability to surface high quality, in-market audiences at scale is the reason Similar Audiences delivers
strong business results for marketers. Let’s explore two examples of this jump in campaign performance:
•

Discount travel agent “Cheap Caribbean” realized a 256% CTR and 14% conversion rate increase
using Similar Audiences.

•

Loews Hotel + Resorts used Similar Audiences to generate a 60% revenue increase and 57%
increase in bookings.

It doesn’t take a lot of effort to setup Similar Audiences with your first party data. Let’s explore how you
can start using it today.
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Smarter Customer Acquisition
Consider a wedding ring retailer running paid ad campaigns in two
scenarios: with and without audience targeting.
Without audience targeting, our wedding retailer starts each day from
scratch finding new customers in search of wedding rings. If he’s lucky
enough to sell to them, he only gets one transaction on average, which
means his LTV is relatively low. This is hard work and far from an optimal
setup for new customer acquisition.
With a retargeting pixel installed and Customer Match upload running, our
wedding retailer starts each day with a firm baseline that guides which
buyers he should pursue (and which he shouldn’t).
The net effect is a newfound ability to upsell and grow effective LTV. For
instance, he could connect the customer journey in the following ways:
•

Turn Engagement Rings (LTV 1x)

•

Into Wedding Rings (LTV 5x)

•

Into Recurring Anniversary Presents (LTV 10x)

By gathering more information about his prospective customers with audience analytics, the retailer
is able to set a baseline and, over time, learn which audiences are most receptive to different offers
and messages.

Applying Google Search Intent to Facebook Campaigns
People are telling Google exactly what they’re looking for when they use search queries. With a crosschannel strategy using Marin’s platform, you can leverage this information to tailor the ads people see
on Facebook by creating audiences based on their search terms. We’ve included some examples from
Marin’s platform that show how search intent can influence your Facebook ads:
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•

A user searches for a brand term. Change the messaging in your Facebook campaigns to focus on
that user’s clearly expressed brand affinity.

•

Non-branded queries related to your offering can be converted into highly relevant ads across the
Facebook universe. For example, if people are searching on Google for San Francisco hotels with a
specific amenity (such as ocean views or walking distance to downtown), it’s possible to highlight that
desired amenity in your Facebook ad copy.

•

Leverage the Lookalike Audiences feature, which aligns with Google search queries to enable
targeted prospecting on Facebook.

Retarget - Custom Audience

Person Searches On Google

Clicks Ad

Search Intent Audience

Refine – Remarketing Lists
On Google
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Getting Started
Most marketers underutilize audience products today. In our conversations, we hear a number of
recurring themes when exploring why this is happening. Many advertisers say that “We don’t have a
retargeting pixel installed” or “I don’t know where to start or how to test audiences.”
We recommend starting out by setting a baseline, keeping it simple, and rigorous testing to ferret out
winners and losers.

Set a Baseline: Leverage Google Analytics
Did you know that you can use Google Analytics to build and augment your retargeting lists?
For audience purposes, Google Analytics Remarketing Lists represent a group of users you want to reengage. With custom dimensions and metrics, you’re able to create powerful audience lists from Analytics
data in combination with non-Analytics data (e.g., CRM records). More specifically, Analytics “data import”
lets you upload data from external sources and combine it with your website visitor data.
Analytics gives you more advanced segmentation with 250+ native dimensions. Moreover, you get
additional reporting and discovery capabilities with Analytics built-in reporting and discovery features.
This allows you to roll up lists for all markets and brands from a single property. And perhaps most
importantly, it allows you to run sequential marketing campaigns that get triggered under conditions
you define.
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Keep it Simple
You may be using few if any of these tactics and targeting techniques right now, but it’s clear that each
approach has value. If you haven’t guessed it yet—at Marin, we’re big fans of audience targeting for its
ability to increase search and social advertising performance. We encourage you to keep it simple initially
and pick a tactic from this report to experiment with. Then rinse and repeat.

Experiment with Offers, Creative, and Channels
The key to successful optimization is maximizing the number of tests you run against each campaign
and ad group. Unsurprisingly, large-scale, high-frequency testing is the best method for advertisers to
discover the most effective combinations to produce results.
Executing tests and measuring outcomes at scale is one of the many reasons sophisticated advertisers
use software platforms like Marin Software to execute and evaluate high-volume testing.

Screenshot: Audience Reporting Suite
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Your Ideal Audiences Await
Audience marketing is poised to become a staple of effective advertising, as marketers seek to ensure the
largest yields from their advertising budgets. Although audience marketing may seem daunting, once you
get a handle on the tools and formats and how best to use them, you’ll be refining and segmenting like a
pro—and you’ll no doubt make great inroads with consumers looking for what speaks to them the most.
As always, if you’d like assistance creating killer audience-based campaigns and ramping up your customer acquisition efforts, just get in touch with our team at Marin. We’d love to help.

We hope you’ve found this content interesting and useful. If you have any
questions or need further clarification on anything included in this guide,
feel free to contact a Marin Software Customer Success representative.

www.marinsoftware.com/learnmore
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